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the dramatist, whose plays The Silver Box (1906) and Justice
(1910) left their mark deeply on public opinion.  Barrie, less
concerned with argument and more with the play of a whimsical
imagination, might in another age have forborne discussions
altogether. It shows the strength of the current that he did not.
Along with the rise of dramatic composition went a reform in
dramatic representation. Indeed the one was necessary for the
other, since the old system of actor-manager stars had been
carried to a pitch where it was normally incompatible with a
good drama.   For the new system, which brought into the
theatre as its presiding genius the 'producer5, nobody in England
did more pioneering work than H. Granville Barker. It was the
Vedrenne-Barker management at the Court Theatre that first
successfully presented Shaw; and under it all the greatest plays
of his prime were given.  But the old system died hard, ably
incarnated by two great actor-managers—George Alexander,
for whom Pinero and Henry Arthur Jones wrote notable plays,
and H. Beerbohm Tree, a true showman, in whose hands the
stage with built-up scenery and realistic decoration reached a
sort of finality. No more typical production in that kind could
be cited than his of The Tempest in 1904. As the actor-manager
played Caliban, the piece was drastically cut in order to render
the monster, as far as possible, its hero; this would have made it
impossibly short, but for the very long waits requisite to shift the
solid scenery, which with the neplus ultra of sumptuous realism dis-
played the varied wonders of Prospero'sisle. Shakespearewent on
being so treated till 1912, when Tree staged 0^/foonsimilar lines.
But in that year Granville Barker invaded the field, and by his
productions of The Winter's Tale and Twelfth Might, followed in
1914 still more brilliantly by A Midsummer Nighfs Dream,, made
the old method appear obsolete. The principles now generally
followed in Shakespearian production—to play the author's text
with as few cuts as possible, to say the verse as verse, to facilitate
changes of scene by reducing built-up scenery to a nuTriTmim
and playing short scenes on an apron-stage before a back-cloth,
to forgo the attempt at realistic backgrounds and concentrate
upon the stage picture itself, relying mainly on costumes and
lighting—were here all practised for the first time together.
Barker, of course, was not their sole inventor; most of the separate
ideas had come from others, notably from the actor William
Poel and the stage-designer Gordon Craig. But the revolution

